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For Reese & Jake
Your Composite Chart
A composite chart is simply a
horoscope made up of the
midpoints between the natal charts
of two different persons. What results
is a new horoscope that describes
the interface between the two
00'
œ
personalities: the shoreline where
00Ò
one leaves off and the other begins.
Like any coastline, it may be even
and easygoing at one point and
œ
convoluted and forbidding at
another. And, like any shore, it is
00Ò
subject to fair and stormy weather.
‘
This astrological "weather" is the
00'
repeating transits of the planets.
Watching these transits, you can
spot a host of intricacies in your
relationship that you likely did not
know were there. Once spotted,
you have the opportunity to take
better advantage of what is already
going for you and more effectively
grapple with problems that were
hidden or only partially-revealed
before.

Reese Witherspoon
Mar 22, 1976
00:00:00 PM CST
Zone: +06:00
New Orleans, LA
090W04'30" 29N57'16"
Jake Gyllenhaal
Dec 19, 1980
00:00:00 PM PST
Zone: +08:00
Los Angeles, CA
118W14'34" 34N03'08"
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The Composite Chart
Moon in Pisces in the 12th House
Sun in Aquarius in the 11th House
Mercury in Aquarius in the 11th House
Venus in Capricorn in the 10th House
Mars in Aries in the 1st House
Jupiter in Cancer in the 4th House
Saturn in Virgo in the 6th House
Uranus in Scorpio in the 8th House
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 9th House
Pluto in Libra in the 7th House
Node in Virgo in the 6th House
Midheaven in Scorpio
Ascendant in Capricorn
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For Reese & Jake
Wednesday
October

28

05:46 am
Moon
Opposite
Saturn

Wednesday
October

28

12:30 pm
Venus
Conjunct
Pluto

Thursday
October

29

06:35 am
Moon
Trine
Midheaven

Thursday
October

29

08:21 am
Venus
Sextile
Neptune

Thursday
October

29

09:58 am
Moon
Conjunct
Moon

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Wed Oct 28, 2009
Experience COntrol
A relationship is defined not only by its generally accepted
boundaries, but by the limits of them, how far they can be
stretched. What comprises going to far to either or both of you?
What do you think you just can't quite accomplish? Reflection
on and recognition and respect of your individual limits allows
you each to retain them without always having to share them.

Moon Opposite Saturn (Waxing)

Ideas of Control
This can be a must-have moment when elements of desire and
forces of determination combine to overwhelm the ordinary. If
it's worth giving yourselves over to (in love or war), then go
ahead and do what is necessary. It is a time, however, when
one tends to ignore some of the more obvious consequences.

Venus Conjunct Pluto

Manage Emotional Stengthening
It's a good time for tending to mutual work and finance matters
as there's increased general support for what you do -- not
enough to make you famous by yourselves, but certainly added
encouragement to get you there under your own steam.
Positive reinforcement is like having a second engine driving
your vessel.
Moon Trine Midheaven (Waxing)

Protector
This is a moment you're likely to feel comfortably in orbit
together, based on your trajectory toward agreed-upon dreams
and goals. The joy is definitely in the journey here, as the comfort
is happening now almost to the point of overlooking it if you're
not careful. Smell the roses, even if they're smallâ€¦
Venus Sextile Neptune (Waning)

Feelings Are Accented
This monthly transit or "lunar return" is quite important as it is a
primary cementer of the relationship. It marks the transfer of
emphasis of the monthly emotional from one of you to the other,
the handshake point at which you are truly emotional equals.
Rebond well now, and it all builds for the better.
Moon Conjunct Moon
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For Reese & Jake
Thursday
October

29

10:19 am
Moon
Trine
Uranus

Thursday
October

29

12:36 pm
Moon
Square
Neptune

Thursday
October

29

01:35 pm
Moon
Trine
Jupiter

Thursday
October

29

03:20 pm
Mercury
Sextile
Saturn

Thursday
October

29

05:19 pm
Moon
Sextile
Venus

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Thu Oct 29, 2009
Embody nsights
There is a giddy feeling when the ride is just bumpy enough to
elicit squeals of delight but not enough to balloon into real fear.
Catch that moment together in whatever you do today, as
external elements conspire to give you that ride if you choose to
let them. There's a fresh wind up, set full sail.
Moon Trine Uranus (Waxing)

Spritiual SIgns
Mixed feelings and confused messages get lost because you're
at loose ends about just how to apply your separate
imaginations to become joint reality. Let the mists pass and
brush away each other's cobwebs without tarnishing any fondlyheld fantasies and you'll find better focus down the road in a
day or so.
Moon Square Neptune (Waxing)

Preserving
Feelings of muctual plenty abound if you're willing to fall into
that welcome space. Your ambitions and potentials seem to
dovetail just right when you're working together and share a
joint vision. You'll benefit even if you just let the moment drift, but
seizing onto it will get you a lot more mileage.
Moon Trine Jupiter (Waning)

Mental Patience
You get more said by saying less right now, as long as what you
do say goes right to the heart and doesn't beat around the bush.
A few simple words promoting the most uncomplex feelings is all
you need to get your mutual points across, understand your joint
positions clearly.
Mercury Sextile Saturn (Waxing)

Long Suffering
It's really time to smell the roses when you stop even noticing
them. Taking a good situation for granted is actually a real
pleasure, especially when you appreciate the ease and
gratification in being peacefully in orbit together. It doesn't
require an orgy of self-satisfaction, just quiet thanks for the
moment.

Moon Sextile Venus (Waxing)
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For Reese & Jake
Thursday
October

29

06:09 pm
Venus
Square
Jupiter

Friday
October

30

02:46 am
Moon
Sextile
Ascendant

Friday
October

30

02:55 am
Sun
Square
Mercury

Friday
October

30

09:09 am
Moon
Opposite
Node

Saturday
October

31

00:14 am
Moon
Sextile
Mercury

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Thu Oct 29, 2009
Career Step
A hunger for change and expansion where it's not practical can
lead to dissatisfaction and even loss, whether it be in money or
love, so make sure your mutual desires and ambitions are on the
same page. Greed and need are not the same but are easily
confused right now, with simple waste only one possible result
Venus Square Jupiter (Waxing)

Feelings of Acceptance Arise
It's easy to be personable right now, as quiet support says yes to
your rhythms in subtle ways you may not even pick up on
except to notice that you're a little more comfortable in your
shoes. Communication runs easy and commentary pleases
whether it's just everyday chatter or something much more
intimate and meaningful.

Moon Sextile Ascendant (Waxing)

Miental Objectivity
General outside events may lead you to question your mutual
judgment and analysis of the situation, trip you up when
conflicting ideas arise from without that you can't resolve within.
Wasting too much time coming up with a mutual resolution may
take longer than simply running with an ad hoc solution until you
agree again.
Sun Square Mercury (Waning)

Emotional Experience
This time of the lunar month marks emotional rewards arising
from the relationship, payoffs from having put as much as you
have into it. You get back what you put in, so much of the
nature of what you receive at this moment flows directly from
how well you've been tending to the situation.

Moon Opposite Node (Waxing)

Work With Ideas
Sometimes you agree famously and other times you don't even
notice you're on the same track. This is one of those latter
occasions when it neither occurs to you to differ or to agree,
since neither seems an issue. You're moving according to plan,
so you have your eyes on the ball, not on the announcer
analyzing the game.

Moon Sextile Mercury (Waxing)
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For Reese & Jake
Saturday
October

31

07:28 am
Venus
Square
Venus

Saturday
October

31

08:31 am
Moon
Conjunct
Mars

Saturday
October

31

11:41 am
Mars
Opposite
Mercury

Saturday
October

31

03:03 pm
Moon
Sextile
Sun

Saturday
October

31

06:51 pm
Moon
Opposite
Pluto

Sat Oct 31, 2009
Objective Values
Figuring out how to get the right things coming in your direction
is the challenge, as desires develop at cross-purposes and what
one person wants to give the other can feel is superfluous or
inappropriate. That applies between you but also to your
surroundings, where the available bounty may not actually be
what specifically suits your needs.

Venus Square Venus (Waning)

Motivational Insight
This moment of the lunar month accentuates your ability to take
action together, telling you don't just sit there, do something. So,
do something. Sitting still right now will only result in nervous
dissatisfaction, frayed energies, while getting a move on will
make the most of the moment, take the tide at its flood.
Moon Conjunct Mars

The Experience
Sometimes the brain blanks from too much thinking, like the
circuits still have juice but not enough to make the system
operate. Together you may be experiencing a bit of this mental
overload, like you've pursued more plans than you can actually
fulfil. Don't blow your breakers, just cut back a little, that's all.

Mars Opposite Mercury (Waxing)

Successful Plan
A quiet moment of mutual reinforcement is welcome here,
when you together seem to fit particularly well into your
surrounding circumstances, allowing you to go with the flow
without even noticing you're doing it. Just enjoy your mutual
orbit and the natural forces which favor your presence in the
same spot.

Moon Sextile Sun (Waxing)

The Experience
There are limits to what you can and can't do, jointly or alone,
which include everything from location to health to the state of
the union. How much space do you each control and where
are the mountains that cannot be scaled, from which you must
divert your paths? Are they the same for both of you? Update
your realistic powers so you know what you really can and can't
try to do. The thought for this day.
Moon Opposite Pluto (Waxing)

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009
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For Reese & Jake
Saturday
October

31

08:43 pm
Moon
Trine
Neptune

Saturday
October

31

09:38 pm
Moon
Square
Jupiter

Sunday
November

01

01:09 am
Moon
Square
Venus

Sunday
November

01

08:55 am
Mercury
Square
Mercury

Sunday
November

01

09:03 am
Moon
Square
Ascendant

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Sat Oct 31, 2009
Embody Inspiration
The imagination allows you to go together to places yet to
come which you can conceive clearly yet wonder how they will
ever come to pass. It's a feeling of hope mixed with awe, in that
all things are possible and together you possess the key to their
beginning. It's that confidence that if you dream it, it can come.
Moon Trine Neptune (Waxing)

Public Success
The size and scope of your mutual ambitions and requirements
for growth could appear to be at odds -- what seems too much
to one may seem not enough for the other. But it's all about
good things, essentially -- you can't have too much of them, or
can you? In the end, compromise is achieved, or surfeits will be
come losses.

Moon Square Jupiter (Waning)

Loving Act
Sometimes even the sweetest things cloy, or you can't
immediately get what you want, while what you don't want is all
around you. Don't let it get you all cramped up, as this twicemonthly moment will move on soon enough. Particularly, don't
argue about it, because it's not really either of your fault. No
blame.
Moon Square Venus (Waxing)

Mental Objectivity
Cross-talk abounds and you may find that it's easier to get things
down on paper individually than it is when you both are
involved. Getting your mutual message across takes repetition
and refinement, so be patient or be elsewhere. If you can't take
the chatter, get out of the parlor, try again tomorrow.
Mercury Square Mercury (Waning)

Emotional Progress Arises
Requirements at home or work may get in the way of personal
needs and attention, so don't depend on getting everything
you need until you've gotten necessities taken care of and out
of the way. If your timing seems off, write it off to having to let
others have their priorities attended to -- fair enough, sometimes.
Moon Square Ascendant (Waxing)
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For Reese & Jake
Sunday
November

01

09:12 pm
Moon
Trine
Saturn

Monday
November

02

05:18 am
Moon
Square
Mercury

Monday
November

02

07:21 pm
Moon
Opposite
Midheaven

Monday
November

02

07:21 pm
Moon
Square
Sun

Monday
November

02

10:23 pm
Moon
Sextile
Moon

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Sun Nov 01, 2009
Keep Control
There are moments when a relationship is more than an active
dynamic, it's also something you can lean on. That's in part
reinforced by outside events that make you glad you have the
mutual protection with someone comfortably but actively
watching your back. When you know what to expect, you can
take the time to savor it.

Moon Trine Saturn (Waning)

A Start is Made
This is one of two days in the lunar month when you may really
not agree on what your plan ought to be or just how to
implement it. You can get into a lot of diminishing returns and
waste emotional and mental energy, or you can make a list of
what's not really hitting things right, then discuss it on better
aspects later. The choice should be obvious.

Moon Square Mercury (Waxing)

Manage Emotional Experience
A good day or so to tend to the interior front, see what you can
do to make things more tidy, safe, and secure in your own
mutual castle where you can shut the doors and windows on
the world when you choose. Keeping the home fires burning has
a cozy appeal, whatever the weather outside.
Moon Opposite Midheaven (Waxing)

Positive Action
This is one of two points in the lunar month which highlight the
exchange of your differences and similarities and can
sometimes put them into competition. You may feel that
circumstances are putting unfair or irresolvable demands on the
two of you or favoring one over the other. Avoid getting
dragged into temporary issues and readjust.
Moon Square Sun (Waxing)

Accepting Feelings
This is a good time for letting one of you express how both of you
feel and give the other one a welcome rest. It's really all about
passive agreement on issues that are so much shared that it
doesn't matter who's forming the words, since there's no
disagreement or competition over just exactly what's meant.
Moon Sextile Moon (Waxing)
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For Reese & Jake
Monday
November

02

10:42 pm
Moon
Opposite
Uranus

Mon Nov 02, 2009
Feeling Innovative
How far out can you go, what is the limit of tolerance for
untrained or untamed experience for both of you? That's a
question to explore for a moment, as it will tell you just how far to
push each other for fun before it becomes scary, and what one
of you may feel thrilled by that may in fact offend the other.
These boundaries keep changing, so you need to keep probing
them for mutual enlightenment (good) and emotional safety
(essential).
Moon Opposite Uranus (Waxing)

Tuesday
November

03

01:37 am
Moon
Sextile
Jupiter

Tuesday
November

03

04:58 am
Moon
Trine
Venus

Tuesday
November

03

01:29 pm
Moon
Trine
Ascendant

Wednesday
November

04

01:11 am
Moon
Square
Saturn

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Critical Path
When enough is enough and plenty is plenty, you tend not to
see just how full your cup is. Why? Because it's not empty, nor is it
overflowing, just properly filled to satisfaction. So who would
notice? Sometimes it's nice just to know you are preceding
along nicely on your expected growth curve. Enjoy the moment.
Moon Sextile Jupiter (Waning)

Embodying
It's easy to please one another for the moment, or should be as
the general environment is helping you both out to get what
you want if you let it. Don't look a gift horse in the mouth, just
mount it and go for a ride, see where it takes you. There's mutual
enjoyment to be had, so jump right in.
Moon Trine Venus (Waxing)

Emotional Stengthening Arises
There's broad agreement that you're looking good today, so it
can't hurt to get out and play, interact, generally have fun and
shoot the breeze, indulge in bluesky imagination, and expand
upon yourselves. The tide is running nicely in your favor, so ride it
and see where it takes you, enjoy the scenery along the way.

Moon Trine Ascendant (Waxing)

Public Control
Harsh judgments on small failing raise insecurities from the point
of nervousness to hostility if you're not willing to forgive and take
a second look. Brief circumstances make it easy to criticize what
you've got going for the moment, but time is more likely to be
on your side than not, if you are willing to forgo lingering doubts.
Moon Square Saturn (Waning)
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For Reese & Jake
Wednesday
November

04

05:32 am
Venus
Square
Ascendant

Wednesday
November

04

09:00 am
Moon
Trine
Mercury

Wednesday
November

04

04:36 pm
Moon
Sextile
Mars

Wednesday
November

04

10:39 pm
Moon
Trine
Sun

Thursday
November

05

01:36 am
Moon
Square
Moon

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Wed Nov 04, 2009
Objective Values Arises
Although you'd like to be relaxing and looking your best, home
or professional duties may have you a little on the rumpled side,
so check the mirror every now and then just in case. Not
individually, but at the same time. Fitting hand in glove is the
intended effect, and that may take a second or third try to get
it right.

Venus Square Ascendant (Waning)

Implementing
Seeing eye to eye comes easy as the world around you seems
to support your joint ideas and signs onto your plans as hoped. It
doesn't really matter who came up with what, the fact that
you're on target together makes it easy to develop the next step,
set down procedures for the next step in your joint strategy.
Moon Trine Mercury (Waxing)

Sublimate Feelings
There's a feeling of strolling along, what composers call andante,
in which your feelings and energies are perfectly in tune, even
to the point of barely noting it. Comfort comes less from getting
what you want but from doing it, knowing you're both nicely in
sync and quite sufficiently pleased with it as well.
Moon Sextile Mars (Waxing)

Embody Outward
There's a generally supportive atmosphere surrounding you,
giving the feeling that you're both better in tune with your
surroundings as a result of being together. It tells you the story of
what's right and comfortable, especially in regard to how the
rest of the world is treating you as a combo.

Moon Trine Sun (Waxing)

Emotional Progress
Whose feelings count for more may become a little bit of an
issue right now as one or both of you can feel a little at odds
with the other in regard for the amount of attention you're
giving and getting. Don't go making lists of individual grievances,
as this will pass quickly if you just brush it off and move on.
Moon Square Moon (Waxing)
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For Reese & Jake
Thursday
November

05

02:11 am
Moon
Trine
Pluto

Thursday
November

05

03:55 am
Moon
Opposite
Neptune

Friday
November

06

03:58 am
Moon
Sextile
Saturn

Friday
November

06

07:38 am
Mercury
Conjunct
Midheaven

Friday
November

06

07:38 am
Mercury
Square
Sun

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Thu Nov 05, 2009
Conserving
Faith moves mountains, and knowing that all will come out all
right in the end is the first step in seeing that it happens. That
feeling is in the air, and you can invest in it for the moment,
simply by spreading the good word, the good feelings. It's more
than belief, it's blind faith, of the guided variety.

Moon Trine Pluto (Waning)

Inspiration Difficulty
Sometimes the imagination is stretched beyond the point of
access or believability, and that is a major boundary you want
to keep track of. You only keep hope alive when you both think
there really is some, you only share dreams which neither of you
dismiss as impossible. Perhaps time to sort some of that out so
you're on the same heading.

Moon Opposite Neptune (Waxing)

Critical Control
The strength of a good relationship is often taken for granted,
and it is a measure of its strength that it can be. Feeling
comfortable by simply letting things be is a joy unto itself, so why
not mosey along and enjoy the safety and security of what you
know to be right and supportive? A passive, but rich indulgence.
Moon Sextile Saturn (Waning)

Manage Practical Ideas
The word is out on the street about both of you, so be aware
and tap in to what people are saying as you both stand to
benefit from the attention. It's a good time in general for
collection information on professional matters and anything that
affects your joint reputation, either at home or at the office.
Mercury Conjunct Midheaven

Miental Objectivity
There are some times people don't get their information straight
about you, and this may be one of them. If you have to repeat
yourselves, try rephrasing what you are trying to get across. It
may be there's a fundamental misunderstanding of who you
really are together that needs to be cleared up.

Mercury Square Sun (Waning)
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For Reese & Jake
Friday
November

06

07:16 pm
Moon
Square
Mars

Saturday
November

07

01:18 am
Moon
Trine
Midheaven

Saturday
November

07

02:56 am
Sun
Conjunct
Midheaven

Saturday
November

07

02:56 am
Sun
Square
Sun

Saturday
November

07

04:14 am
Moon
Trine
Moon

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Fri Nov 06, 2009
Strong Statement
Arguments can be in store when stored-up energy gets blocked
or there is uncertainty about actions already in progress. Like
trying to check your swing on a bad pitch, your systems are in
conflict but you can still cooperate to save the situation.
Whatever you do, don't take it personally, just unite to meet the
challenge.
Moon Square Mars (Waxing)

Manage Emotional Conservation
It's a good time for tending to mutual work and finance matters
as there's increased general support for what you do -- not
enough to make you famous by yourselves, but certainly added
encouragement to get you there under your own steam.
Positive reinforcement is like having a second engine driving
your vessel.
Moon Trine Midheaven (Waning)

Manage Ideas About You
This is a great time of year for getting the word out about joint
operations, using the celestial weather to help all your
operations along, especially where the public, career, fame
and fortune in general are concerned. Favorable comments
are circulating, all you have to do is feed the birds and they'll
distribute your message.

Sun Conjunct Midheaven

Self and Others
You may feel like the relationship seems to be steering itself offtrack, like a car that needs realignment. If you stop steering, it
doesn't got straight on as normal. That's a regular six-month blip
that passes, produced by events favoring one of you over the
other, but make necessary compensations and you'll be back
straight down the middle again.

Sun Square Sun (Waning)

Emotional Stengthening
This is an easy time of month when the balance of feelings is
easily handled, letting one person handle more than the other in
a real helpmate style. Helping hands gracefully extended meet
their willing and thankful counterpart as you both cooperate to
move things along to the benefit of both.
Moon Trine Moon (Waxing)
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For Reese & Jake
Saturday
November

07

04:33 am
Moon
Trine
Uranus

Saturday
November

07

04:49 am
Moon
Square
Pluto

Saturday
November

07

07:25 am
Moon
Conjunct
Jupiter

Saturday
November

07

09:42 am
Mercury
Trine
Moon

Saturday
November

07

10:42 am
Moon
Opposite
Venus

Sat Nov 07, 2009
Caring FOr
There is a giddy feeling when the ride is just bumpy enough to
elicit squeals of delight but not enough to balloon into real fear.
Catch that moment together in whatever you do today, as
external elements conspire to give you that ride if you choose to
let them. There's a fresh wind up, set full sail.
Moon Trine Uranus (Waning)

Public Control
The urge to engage in power play at this moment can be a little
intimidating, but it's based on the fear of losing out to impossible
odds. Trying to manipulate them in your favor results in a
downward spiral, as you need each other to turn the corner
and find more comfortable situations. Stay the course.
Moon Square Pluto (Waning)

Ideas for Success
This is a moment that unites and reinforces your mutual
ambitions, your inner urge to grow and grow together. Do
something that takes you both beyond repetition and into some
new direction you'd like to see yourselves moving into. Positive
focus is strong and it's time to follow it in principle, leaving nitpicking details for resolution later.
Moon Conjunct Jupiter

Preservation
The world seems to agree with how you both feel about things
at the moment, and you can probably put things into verbal
perspective rather well. Sometimes words don't come easily, but
this isn't one of them, so speak up and have your say about your
reactions together and let the rest chime in in accord.
Mercury Trine Moon (Waning)

Experiencing
What feels right for the goose doesn't always turn on the gander,
despite the common wisdom to the contrary, and this is a
moment to find where your pleasures part but your friendship
keeps you together. It may be that one does a special favor for
the other, a trade for another special attention that otherwise
might be neglected because it isn't all that mutual. That's when
giving is most totally real, and appreciated.
Moon Opposite Venus (Waxing)

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009
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For Reese & Jake
Saturday
November

07

12:30 pm
Mercury
Conjunct
Uranus

Saturday
November

07

07:04 pm
Moon
Opposite
Ascendant

Saturday
November

07

09:11 pm
Jupiter
Sextile
Neptune

Sunday
November

08

01:51 pm
Mercury
Trine
Jupiter

Sunday
November

08

02:27 pm
Moon
Opposite
Mercury

Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Sat Nov 07, 2009
Insights and Ideas
Time to tap your wild side for ideas and inspiration, or let
yourselves be stimulated by thoughts and ideas that are more
off the beaten path than you've been up to. Surprises are the
order of the day, so be ready to grasp and understand
unexpected gifts that open up both your minds and your
relationship.

Mercury Conjunct Uranus

Emotional Experience Arises
The spotlight is on how you view your own relationship today,
not how others view it, so it's a great time for private discussion,
emotional sincerity, getting to know each other more intimately.
Shared feelings open up new rooms in your inner dwelling,
greater balance and understanding promise to add support to
the structure.
Moon Opposite Ascendant (Waxing)

Compassion
Your mutual aspirations are being fulfilled this year in ways that
may not be immediately apparent until you look back upon the
progress you made. Still, you'll feel comfortable about the way
you're progressing along and that will enable you to tend to
other details that require more attention.
Jupiter Sextile Neptune (Waxing)

Word Career
Big ideas and high ambitions together require brilliant
coordination and planning, and now's the time for it. Take
outside opinions and integrate them into your own to help
pump up an already swelling balloon of possibilities. If it's new,
aims for the top, and it feels right, start making plans into realities.
Mercury Trine Jupiter (Waxing)

Mind Experience
Sometimes it feels better to agree to disagree than to try to
come together on a plan that doesn't really work for both of
you. Still, a good discussion will get how you feel and what you
know much better into sync, so you'll know where not to go as
well as what approaches you might explore with potential in the
future.
Moon Opposite Mercury (Waxing)
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Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Sun Nov 08, 2009
Conserve the Best
Events in general are supportive of your emotional development
together and tend to drive you into each other's arms through
positive reinforcement. Because it's clearly going to work out
better to team up right now, there must be something to it.
There are times you may feel the opposite, but right now the
wind's at your back.
Sun Trine Moon (Waning)

Embodying
This is a great time for pursuing actions already begun, feeling
the measure of your joint strength and its distribution between
you. It feels right to stay with your direction and increase it, not
to readjust it. It's the moment of the swung bat, the released
pitch, the downward serve, the leap arcing through space
toward its destination.

Moon Trine Mars (Waxing)

Original Ideas
The individual quirks and unique inclinations that make this
relationship special are being highlighted, so make a point of
being yourselves and enhancing why you are particularly
different and original when you are together. That can mean
breaking out of the mold or just taking a spontaneous break to
rejoice in your joint inclination to do so.

Sun Conjunct Uranus

Manage Emotional Objectivity
Attention to personal matters takes precedence over
professional ones and may even interfere with them. It's about
you and who you are, not where you are or what you do, so get
in there and mix it up, get intense about yourselves. The
shoreline between you is where you step onto and off of the
boat.
Moon Square Midheaven (Waning)

Full Experience
Sometimes it's important to feel where your differences meet as
well as what you have in common. This monthly point allows you
to get that into perspective, to get the feeling of the outward
reach of the relationship, where you most swing apart in your
dance before pulling back together again in rhythm.
Moon Opposite Sun (Waxing)
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Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Mon Nov 09, 2009
PUblic Interest
Disagreement upon where interesting new change meets
inappropriate or dangerous directions can make disputes break
out more harshly than they might over smaller things. Short
temper or intolerance spring from real feelings of insecurity and
mismatched pacing, so be willing to pull back and take
progress a little slower in the interest of resolution and harmony.
Moon Square Uranus (Waning)

Emotionally Critical
Sometimes the limits of your life are so subtle that they entirely
escape you, and that is all for the best at the moment. You feel
you are on the right track, but not necessarily that you put
yourselves there, but none of it matters when there is no storm in
the offing. Faithful, prosperous emotional weather is a treasure,
indeed.
Moon Sextile Pluto (Waning)

Conserving
The imagination allows you to go together to places yet to
come which you can conceive clearly yet wonder how they will
ever come to pass. It's a feeling of hope mixed with awe, in that
all things are possible and together you possess the key to their
beginning. It's that confidence that if you dream it, it can come.
Moon Trine Neptune (Waning)

Patient Merit
Penny savings mount to dollar deposits and little gifts are the
things that most sustain affection -- and right now it's the small
stuff that makes for the big support, both between you and
around you. Reserved warmth turns into more than a glow if you
let it have its way and stick around to play.
Venus Sextile Saturn (Waxing)

Poet Critic
If you want it, just indicate, and it's there. You don't have to
make a Christmas list to get what you want under the tree
because right now it just seems to appear on its own. You can
only hope that happens come Christmas. Nevertheless, enjoy it
for the moment, let it happen all by itself, no word necessary.

Mercury Sextile Venus (Waning)
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Oct 28, 2009 - Nov 11, 2009

Tue Nov 10, 2009
Serious Ideas
Part of being in any relationship is becoming aware of its
limitations and the ways in which it limits each of you. Now is a
good moment to refresh yourselves about what you can and
can't, should and shouldn't do without indulging in
recriminations. You can't play the game if you don't know the
rules, the boundaries, and the dimensions of the field.

Moon Conjunct Saturn
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